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Single-pixel imaging (SPI) is a novel technique capturing 2D images using a photodiode, instead of con-
ventional 2D array sensors. SPI owns high signal-to-noise ratio, wide spectrum range, low cost, and ro-
bustness to light scattering. Various algorithms have been proposed for SPI reconstruction, including the
linear correlation methods, the alternating projection method (AP), and the compressive sensing based
methods. However, there has been no comprehensive review discussing respective advantages, which
is important for SPI’s further applications and development. In this paper, we reviewed and compared
these algorithms in a unified reconstruction framework. Besides, we proposed two other SPI algorithms
including a conjugate gradient descent based method (CGD) and a Poisson maximum likelihood based
method. Both simulations and experiments validate the following conclusions: to obtain comparable re-
construction accuracy, the compressive sensing based total variation regularization method (TV) requires
the least measurements and consumes the least running time for small-scale reconstruction; the CGD and
AP methods run fastest in large-scale cases; the TV and AP methods are the most robust to measurement
noise. In a word, there are trade-offs between capture efficiency, computational complexity and robust-
ness to noise among different SPI algorithms. We have released our source code for non-commercial use.
© 2017 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (170.3010) Image reconstruction techniques; (110.1758) Computational imaging; (150.1135) Algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Single-pixel imaging (SPI) [1] is a novel imaging technique pro-
ducing 2D images with a photodiode instead of conventional
2D array sensors. Specifically, SPI uses a light modulator such as
a diffuser [2] or a programmable spatial light modulator (SLM)
to modulate light patterns. The correlated light from the target
scene is finally collected by a photodiode, as shown in Fig. 1.
The 2D target scene can be reconstructed from the modulation
patterns and corresponding 1D measurements, using various
algorithms including linear correlation methods [3–6], alternat-
ing projection method [2] and compressive sensing (CS) based
techniques [7, 8]. Due to its high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
wide spectrum range, low cost, flexible system configuration
and robustness to light scattering, SPI has drawn more and more
attentions in the last decade, and has been widely applied in
multispectral imaging [9–11], 3D modeling [12, 13], optical en-
cryption [14, 15], remote sensing [16, 17], object tracking [18–20],
imaging through atmospheric turbulence [21, 22], etc.
SPI shares a similar imaging scheme to ghost imaging (GI)
[23, 24]. They both multiplex scene information into 1D measure-
ments optically, and demultiplex the 2D target image computa-
tionally. GI originates from quantum optics, and produces scene
images using the spatial correlation of entangled photon pairs
(one interacts with the scene and the other not). Later, GI has
been demonstrated to be applicable for classical thermal light
[25, 26]. To get rid of recording modulation patterns, Shapiro
[27] proposed using an SLM to modulate light, which coincides
with the developments of SPI.
Although SPI and GI have attracted more and more attentions
from various fields, their studies were conducted separately in
computer science and optics. It is necessary to compare the
reconstruction algorithms under the same framework. Such a
unified perspective offers researchers an easy choice of appro-
priate algorithms for their experiments. This could further push
forward the development and applications of SPI.
In this paper, we reviewed SPI and GI algorithms in a uni-
fied reconstruction framework. Also, we proposed and tested
two other methods for SPI reconstruction, including a conju-
gate gradient descent based method and a Poisson maximum
likelihood based method. These algorithms are applied on both
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(a) An active SPI system with light source included (b) A passive SPI system without light source
Fig. 1. Light paths of two common single-pixel imaging systems. (a) In an active SPI system, the light modulator is placed between
the active light source and the target scene. (b) In a passive SPI system, the light modulator is placed between the target scene and
the detection module. This configuration doesn’t need active light source included.
simulated data and real captured data, under different experi-
ment settings including sampling ratio, image size, and noise
level. Given comparable reconstruction accuracy, we investigate
and compare their capture efficiency, computational complexity,
and robustness to measurement noise.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: mod-
eling and derivation of different SPI reconstruction algorithms
are conducted in Sec. 2. The simulations and experiments are
presented in Sec. 3. Finally, we conclude this paper in Sec. 4.
2. SPI ALGORITHMS
The single-pixel imaging scheme is a linear system. Specifically,
the measurement formation can be described as
Ax = b, (1)
where A ∈ Rm×n denotes the light modulation matrix (m modu-
lation patterns, and each pattern consists of n pixels), x ∈ Rn×1
stands for the target scene (aligned as a vector) to be recon-
structed, and b ∈ Rm×1 is the measurement vector. The SPI
reconstruction is to calculate x from the modulation patterns
A and corresponding measurements b. In the following, we
present the derivations of different algorithms, which are classi-
fied into three categories including non-iterative methods, linear
iterative methods and non-linear iterative methods.
A. Non-iterative methods
The non-iterative methods perform direct reconstruction of
the target scene without iteration. One common and intuitive
method is using inverse matrix to reverse the linear model. How-
ever, in most cases, there are usually m measurements and n
signals where m 6= n, which means that the light modulation
matrix A is non-symmetric. To make the problem solvable, AT
is multiplied to both sides of Eq. (1), and the model becomes
ATAx = ATb. Then x is calculated as x = (ATA)−1ATb. Ac-
cording to ref. [28], this is essentially equivalent to minimizing
||Ax− b||l2 when m > n. However, ATA is non-full rank when
m < n, and the method would not work.
Based on the fact that the SPI measurements stand for the
correlation between modulation patterns and the target scene,
x can be reconstructed by correlating modulation patterns with
corresponding measurements as
x =
1
m
m
∑
i=1
(bi − {bi}) ai (2)
= {biai} − {bi} {ai} ,
where bi is the ith measurement in b, ai is the ith modulation
pattern (row) in A, and {·} is the ensemble average in terms of i
defined as {bi} = 1m ∑mi=1 bi and {ai} = 1m ∑mi=1 ai. Basically, the
reconstruction is a weighted summation of modulation patterns,
with weights being corresponding measurements. A larger mea-
surement means the modulation pattern is more similar to the
target scene, and thus leads to stronger correlation and a larger
weight of the pattern in reconstruction. Therefore, this kind of
methods are also referred to linear correlation methods. Statis-
tically, if the intensity of each pixel over different patterns is
independently identically distributed (i.i.d.), the average of all
the patterns approaches uniform as their number goes to infinity,
which could produce a high-quality reconstruction.
Some variant algorithms have been proposed to improve the
correlation based reconstruction, among which the differential
ghost imaging (DGI) method [4, 5] is widely used. DGI takes
illumination fluctuations into account, and introduces an addi-
tional detector to detect the total intensity of each illumination
pattern. Specifically, if we denote the pattern intensity vector as
s ∈ Rm×1, DGI is performed as
x = {biai} − {bi}{si} {siai} . (3)
Intuitively, DGI uses the light’s total intensity to normalize illu-
mination patterns, which can improve the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of final reconstruction. Due to its robustness, we use DGI
to represent the non-iterative algorithms in following simula-
tions and experiments.
B. Linear iterative methods
B.1. Gradient descent (GD)
The SPI reconstruction can be treated as an error (between real
measurements and its estimates) reduction process. Mathemati-
cally, it can be formulated as a quadratic minimization problem:
min L(x) = ||Ax− b||2l2 , (4)
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where the l2 norm is defined as ||x||l2 =
√
∑i(xi)2. The gradient
of the above objective function is derived as
p =
∂L(x)
∂x
(5)
= 2AT(Ax− b),
Using the gradient, one can reconstruct the target scene by itera-
tively updating x as
x′ = x− ∆xp, (6)
where ∆x denotes the step size. Usually, the updating process
converges when the objective function becomes smaller than a
given threshold.
To converge fast, the optimum step size is needed, which can
be calculated by solving the following problem:
min L(∆x) = ||A(x− ∆xp)− b||2l2
= ||(Ax− b)− ∆xAp||2l2 .
The gradient of the above function to ∆x is
∂L(∆x)
∂∆x
= −2(Ap)T [(Ax− b)− ∆xAp)]
= 2(pTATr+ ∆xpTATAp),
where r = b − Ax is the residual error vector. Assigning
∂L(∆x)
∂∆x
= 0 yields the closed-form solution of optimum ∆x as
∆x = − p
TATr
pTATAp
. (7)
B.2. Conjugate gradient descent (CGD)
The conjugate gradient descent method (CGD) is also designed
to solve the quadratic minimization problem in Eq. (4), but
with the requirement that A need to be symmetric and positive-
definite [29]. Similar to the matrix inversion method, researchers
multiply AT to both sides of Eq. (1) and get
ATAx = ATb ⇐⇒ A′x = b′, (8)
where A′ ∈ Rn×n = ATA and b′ ∈ Rn×1 = ATb. The residual
error vector is rk = b′ −A′xk = ATb−ATAx, and the gradient
is defined as
p(k) = −r(k−1) − r
(k−1)Tr(k−1)
r(k−2)Tr(k−2)
p(k−1), (9)
where k in the superscript denotes the kth iteration. The step
size is set to be
∆(k)x =
r(k−1)Tr(k−1)
p(k)TA′p(k)
. (10)
According to extensive studies [29, 30], CGD converges faster
than the conventional gradient descent method. This owes to
that the designed gradient in each iteration are conjugate to
each other. Theoretically, CGD converges within no more than n
iterations for the reconstruction of an n-pixel image.
B.3. Poisson maximum likelihood
Utilizing photons’ statistic that they arrive at a sensor following
the Poisson distribution [31], we propose to apply the maximum
likelihood estimation method [32] for SPI reconstruction. This
method aims to estimate x by maximizing the likelihood of
producing the measurements bi ∈ b. The objective function of
the Poisson maximum likelihood algorithm is
max
m
∏
i=1
e−(aix)(aix)bi
bi!
, (11)
which is equivalent to
min L(x) = − log
m
∏
i=1
e−(aix)(aix)bi
bi!
(12)
⇔ min L(x) =
m
∑
i=1
(aix− bi log(aix)) .
The gradient can be derived as
p =
∂L(x)
∂x
(13)
=
m
∑
i=1
(
aTi −
bi
aix
aTi
)
= AT
(
Ax− b
Ax
)
.
The target scene is reconstructed following the same gradient
descent updating in Eq. (6). Since the gradient in Eq. (13) is
non-linear, it is hard to derive a closed-form solution of the
optimum step size ∆x. Hence, we use the standard backtracking
line search method [30, 33] to calculate the step size in each
iteration. The search process is summarized in Alg. (1).
Algorithm 1. Backtracking line search method
1: procedure INPUT(p, α ∈ [0.01, 0.3], β ∈ [0.1, 0.8])
2: ∆x ← 1
3: while L(x+ ∆xp) > L(x)− α∆xpTp do
4: ∆x ← β∆x
5: return ∆x
B.4. Alternating projection
The alternating projection (AP) method for SPI reconstruction
was proposed by Guo et al. [2], which is adapted from the
alternating projection method for phase retrieval [34, 35]. This
method considers the reconstruction from the view of spatial
spectrum. It treats the SPI measurement bi ∈ b as the zero-
spatial-frequency coefficient of the light field arriving at the
photodiode, which is denoted as lai = a
T
i  x with standing for
dot product. In each iteration, AP switches between the Fourier
and spatial domains to add support constraints. In Fourier space,
bi is the support constraint for zero spatial frequency, and stands
for the total light intensity of lai . Therefore, lai is updated as
l′ai = lai
bi
aix
.
In spatial space, the modulation patterns are the support con-
straints, and the target image x is updated as
x′ = x+
aTi
max(ai)2
(l′ai − lai ),
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Incorporating the above calculations produces the updating
principle of AP as
x′ = x− (14)
aTi  (aTi  x)
max(ai)2
aix− bi
aix
.
In each iteration, all the measurements are sequentially used in
Eq. (14) to update the target image.
C. Non-linear iterative methods
Compressive sensing [36–38] aims to reconstruct signals from
underdetermined linear systems by introducing signal priors,
and it can be utilized for SPI reconstruction to reduce measure-
ments. There are two widely used priors for natural images,
including the sparse representation prior and the total variation
(TV) regularization prior. The first one states that natural images
are sparse when represented by some overcomplete or orthog-
onal bases, such as the discrete cosine transform (DCT) basis
used for the JPEG compression standard [1]. The TV regulariza-
tion prior states that the gradient’s integral of a natural image
is statistically low. There also exist other compressive sensing
studies for SPI with different extensions [39–42]. However, most
of them fall into these two kinds of priors, which therefore will
be mainly discussed in this article.
C.1. Sparse representation prior
Mathematically, the basis transform matrix and corresponding
coefficient vector are respectively denoted as D and c, and the
optimization model becomes
min ||c||l0 (15)
s.t. Dx = c
Ax = b,
where the l0 norm calculates the number of non-zero entries in
c, and describes its sparsity.
Usually, ones use l1 norm to approximate l0 norm for easier
reconstruction, and the above optimization can be conducted
under a gradient descent framework, using the augmented La-
grange multiplier (ALM) method [43, 44]. ALM has been proved
to be a robust and fast algorithm for l1 minimization [45]. By
introducing a Lagrange multiplier y to incorporate the equality
constraints into the objective function, our goal is to minimize
the Lagrangian function of Eq. (15) as
min L = ||c||l1+ < y1, Dx− c > +
µ1
2
||Dx− c||2l2 (16)
+ < y2, Ax− b > +
µ2
2
||Ax− b||2l2
⇔ min L = ||c||l1 +
µ1
2
||Dx− c+ y1
µ1
||2l2
+
µ2
2
||Ax− b+ y2
µ2
||2l2 ,
where < · > stands for the inner product, and µ{1,2} are the
parameters balancing different optimization items.
The variables in the above objective function include c, x, y1,
y2, µ1 and µ2. Following the iterative scheme of ALM, the up-
dating principle of each variable is to minimize the Lagrangian
function while keeping the other variables constant. The de-
tailed derivations are as follows.
Optimize c. Removing all the items irrelevant to c, the objec-
tive function becomes
min L(c) = ||c||l1 +
µ1
2
||Dx− c+ y1
µ1
||2l2 . (17)
Following the ALM algorithm, the updating rule of c is
c = T 1
µ1
(
Dx+
y1
µ1
)
, (18)
where T 1
µ1
(·) is a thresholding operator defined as
T 1
µ1
(x) =

x− 1µ1 , x > 1µ1
x+ 1µ1 , x < − 1µ1
0, others.
Optimize x. Removing all the items irrelevant to x yields
min L(x) =
µ1
2
||Dx− c+ y1
µ1
||2l2 (19)
+
µ2
2
||Ax− b+ y2
µ2
||2l2 ,
and the gradient is
∂L(x)
∂x
= µ1DT(Dx− c+ y1µ1 ) + µ2A
T(Ax− b+ y2
µ2
).
By setting ∂L(x)∂x = 0, we can easily obtain the closed-form solu-
tion of x as
x = (µ1DTD+ µ2ATA)−1 (20)[
µ1DT(c− y1µ1 ) + µ2A
T(b− y2
µ2
)
]
.
Optimize y and µ. In the ALM algorithm, the Lagrange
multipliers y and the balancing parameter µ are updated as
y′1 = y1 + µ1(Dx− c) (21)
y′2 = y2 + µ2(Ax− b),
u′1 = min(ρu1, µ1max) (22)
u′2 = min(ρu2, µ2max),
where ρ and µmax are the parameters set by users to adjust the
growing speed and maximum of µ.
C.2. Total variation regularization prior
As described in ref. [46], the gradient of an image x can be de-
noted as c = Gb where G is the gradient calculation matrix.
Here we use l1 norm to calculate the image’s total variation,
namely the gradient’s integral, and the optimization model be-
comes
min ||c||l1 (23)
s.t. Gx = c
Ax = b.
We can see that the optimization shares the same form as the
sparse representation based reconstruction in Eq. (15), and we
can utilize the same algorithm introduced in Sec. C.1 to solve
the TV problem.
On the above, we introduced various SPI reconstruction al-
gorithms. A summarization of their optimization models and
reconstruction principles are listed in Tab. 1.
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Table 1. Comparison of reconstruction principles among different SPI algorithms
Methods Perspective Principles
No
iteration
Matrix
inversion
Formation
fitting x = (A
TA)−1ATb
Conventional
correlation[3]
Measurement:
scene-pattern
correlation
Eq. (2): {biai} − {bi} {ai}
DGI [5] Eq. (3): {biai} − {bi}{si} {siai}
Linear
iteration
Problem description Gradient p Step ∆x
Gradient
descent Formation
fitting
Eq. (4):
min ||Ax− b||2l2
Eq. (5):
AT(Ax− b)
Eq. (7):
− pTATr
pTATAp
Conjugate
gradient
descent
Eq. (8):
ATAx = ATb
Eq. (9):
−r(k−1) − r(k−1)Tr(k−1)r(k−2)Tr(k−2) p
Eq. (10):
rTr
pTATAp
Poisson
maximum
likelihood
Signal
statistic
Eq. (12): min
∑mi=1 (aix− bi log(aix))
Eq. (13):
AT
(
Ax−b
Ax
) Alg. (1)
Alternating
projection [2]
Measurement:
zero-spatial-frequency
coefficient
Eq. (1):
Ax = b
Eq. (14):
aTi (aTi x)
max(ai)2
aix−bi
aix
1
Non-linear
iteration
Sparse
representation [1] Image
prior
Eq. (15):
min ||c||l0
s.t. Dx = c, Ax = b
See Eqs. (16 - 22) in Sec. C.1
Total
variation
3. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON
In this section, we compare the performance of the above SPI
reconstruction algorithms on both simulated and experimental
data, to show their pros and cons.
A. Settings
We first clarify several experiment settings. (1) For quanti-
tative comparison, we use the normalized root-mean-square
error (RMSE) as the metric. Normalized RMSE is defined as√
{(I1−I2)2}
{I1} , with {·} being the ensemble average operation as
defined before. It measures the relative difference between the
ground-truth image I1 and the reconstructed image I2. (2) For
the initialization of x in the above iterative algorithms, one can
theoretically set any value. Here we set x(0) = 0 for all the
algorithms for a fair comparison. (3) The iteration of iterative
algorithms usually stops until either it reaches a preset number,
or the objective function becomes smaller than a given threshold.
Here, we use the change of residual error between two subse-
quent iterations as the criterion, namely ||r||(k)− ||r||(k−1) where
r = b−Ax. If it is small enough (we set the threshold as 10−2),
the iteration stops. Also, we set the maximum iteration number
as three times of the pixel number. To ensure convergence, we
set the minimum iteration number as 30.
B. Simulations
In the following simulations, we set 10 widely used "Standard"
test images [47–49] as target scenes (the pixel values are nor-
malized to [0, 1]), as shown in Fig. 2. For each algorithm, the
reconstruction RMSEs on these images are averaged to quantita-
tively characterize its performance. Note that we only present
the reconstructed images of ’cameraman’ in the following figures
to save space. The widely used random modulation is applied
to synthesize measurements based on the formation model in
Eq. (1). There are two parameters we would like to clarify, in-
cluding sampling ratio and image size. Sampling ratio is defined
as the ratio between the number of measurements and that of
the signals (pixels) to be reconstructed. It determines capture
efficiency. Except for the simulation specifically discussing sam-
pling ratio, it is set constant as 1. Image size is the pixel number
of the final reconstructed images, which is also the same as that
of illumination patterns. Similarly, image size is set constant
as 64 × 64 pixels in the following simulations except for the
cameraman pirate house mandril peppers
jetplane aerial bean livingroom lake
Fig. 2. Images used in the simulations as target scenes.
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Fig. 3. SPI results of different algorithms under different sample ratios. The three curve graphs respectively show reconstruction
error, iteration number and running time. The vertical coordinates of iteration number and running time are exponential to make
the figures clearer. Note that there is no iteration number of the DGI method because it is non-iterative. Besides, exemplar recon-
structed images under the sampling ratios of 0.5, 1.0 and 3.0 are shown on the bottom.
subsection specifically discussing it. Besides, we repeat each
simulation for 20 times, and average the evaluations to produce
final quantitative results. All the algorithms are implemented
using Matlab on an Intel Core i7-4790 3.6 GHz CPU computer,
with 16G RAM and 64 bit Windows 7 system.
B.1. Sampling ratio
We test the algorithms on simulated data of different sampling
ratios ranging from 0.2 to 5. The reconstruction results are shown
in Fig. 3, from which we have the following observations:
• Reconstruction error largely decreases as sampling ratio
increases to 1. When sampling ratio continues to increase,
the error decreasing speed becomes slower.
• Iteration number and running time do not increase much as
sampling ratio increases. Though, one should note that the
capture time increases as sampling ratio becomes larger.
• The conventional linear correlation method and the two
linear iterative methods including Poisson maximum like-
lihood based method and the GD method produce large
reconstruction error even with the sampling ratio being 5.
They own low capture efficiency.
• The non-linear iterative methods (especially the TV method)
need much less measurements than the other methods for
comparable reconstruction quality, and converges faster
than most of the linear iterative methods except for the
CGD method. As a demonstration, the TV method needs
only 50% measurements of signals to obtain normalized
RMSE smaller than 0.03. This benefits from the introduced
image priors that provide extra scene information.
B.2. Image size
Image size is another important factor affecting both reconstruc-
tion quality and computational complexity. Here we set sam-
pling ratio constant as 1, and run the algorithms on simulated
data of different image sizes from 32×32 pixels to 160×160 pix-
els. The results are presented in Fig. 4, from which we can see
that large image size leads to less reconstruction error. However,
large image size takes more iterations and running time. Besides,
we have the following observations:
• The running time of the non-linear iterative methods in-
creases much faster than the other methods as image size
increases. This dues to the non-linear calculations and up-
dating of multiple introduced variables.
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Fig. 4. SPI reconstructions of different algorithms under different reconstructed image sizes. The upper figures show the reconstruc-
tion error, iteration number and running time of different algorithms. The exemplar recosntructed images of 32× 32, 64× 64 and
128× 128 pixels are shown on the bottom.
• As image size increases, the iteration number of the non-
linear iterative methods does not increase. This means
that if sampling ratio is high enough, a small number of
iterations is enough for the non-linear methods to converge,
which might be attributed to the introduced image priors.
• DGI, CGD and AP take the least running time when im-
age size excceeds 160 × 160 pixels. However, DGI pro-
duces much error in final recosntruction. Therefore, CGD
and AP outperform the other methods in large-scale SPI
reconstruction considering both reconstruction quality and
computational complexity.
B.3. Noise
In the above simulations, we assume no measurement noise.
However, measurements in reality are always corrupted with
noise arising from various causes such as ambient light and
circuit current. In this subsection, we study the influence of mea-
surement noise on final reconstruction and test the algorithms’
robustness. Here we assume Gaussian white noise following the
probability distribution
P(n) =
1√
2piσ
exp
(
− n
2
2σ2
)
, (24)
where n stands for noise, and σ is its standard deviation (std).
Noise level is characterized by the ratio between σ and pixel
number. We vary noise level by changing the ratio from 0 to
3e-3. Sampling ratio is 1, and image size is 64× 64 pixels. Corre-
sponding reconstruction results are shown in Fig. 5, from which
we can draw the following conclusions:
• As measurement noise increases, all the reconstructions
degrade.
• The CGD and compressive sensing based sparse represen-
tation algorithms degrade faster than the other methods.
• The TV and AP methods are the two most robust methods
to attenuate measurement noise.
C. Experiment
To further compare the performance of different SPI algorithms,
we built an SPI setup to capture real data. Similar to the reported
SPI setup in ref. [50], we used a commercial projector’s illumi-
nation module (numerical aperture of the projector lens is 0.27)
and a digital micromirror device (DMD, Texas Instrument DLP
Discovery 4100 Development Kit, .7XGA) for light modulation.
Illumination patterns of 64× 64 pixels are sequentially projected
onto a printed transmissive film (34 mm × 34 mm) as the tar-
get scene (the "pirate" image in Fig. 2). The correlated light is
recorded by a high-speed photodiode (Thorlabs DET100 Silicon
photodiode, 340–1100 nm) together with a 14-bit acquisition
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Fig. 5. SPI results of different algorithms under different measurement noise levels. Quantitative reconstruction error, iteration
number and running time are curved in the three upper figures. Exemplar reconstructed images under the noise level (the ratio
between noise’s standard deviation and pixel number) of 1e-4, 5e-4 and 3e-3 are shown on the bottom.
board (ART PCI8514). The sampling rate is set as 10kHz. We
utilize the self-synchronization technique [51] to synchronize
the DMD and the detector. Based on the observation in Sec.
B.1 that reconstruction error of most algorithms is smaller than
0.05 as sampling ratio reaches 1, we set sampling ratio changing
from 0.1 to 1, and utilize the reconstruction of the TV method
under the sampling ratio of 3 as ground truth. The reconstructed
results are presented in Fig. 6, from which we can see that the
experiment results arrive at the same conclusions as those of the
above simulations.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we reviewed various single-pixel imaging algo-
rithms in a unified reconstruction framework, including the
differential ghost imaging method (DGI), the gradient descent
method (GD), the alternating projection method (AP), the sparse
representation method and the total variation regularization
method (TV). Also, we proposed two other methods for SPI re-
construction, including the conjugate gradient descent method
(CGD) and the Poisson maximum likelihood method. These al-
gorithms perform SPI reconstruction from different perspectives.
The DGI method considers measurements as the correlation be-
tween target scene and illumination patterns, which indicates
their similarities. Both the GD and CGD methods treat SPI recon-
struction as a formation fitting process. The Poisson maximum
likelihood method utilizes the statistic that random individual
photons arrive at sensors following the Poisson distribution.
The AP method considers the reconstruction from the view of
spatial spectrum. It treats SPI measurements as the zero-spatial-
frequency coefficients of the light fields arriving at detector. The
two compressive sensing based methods introduce natural im-
ages’ priors into optimization, and focus on under-determined
SPI reconstruction with measurements less than signals.
These algorithms can be classified into three categories ac-
cording to their iteration type, including the non-iterative meth-
ods (DGI), the linear iterative methods (GD, CGD, Poisson
maximum likelihood method, AP), and the non-linear itera-
tive methods (sparse representation method, TV). Generally,
the non-iterative methods need the least running time but the
most measurements. The non-linear iterative methods needs the
least measurements. A visual comparison of the algorithms is
presented in Fig. 7.
These algorithms can also be classified into global optimiza-
tion and non-global optimization methods, in terms of whether
using all the measurements simultaneously in each update [52].
The DGI algorithm and the AP algorithm belong to non-global
methods, while the other methods methods are global. Because
non-global methods don’t need to store all the patterns and mea-
surements in each update, the DGI and AP methods own high
storage efficiency.
We test and compare these algorithms on both simulated
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Fig. 6. Experimental SPI results of different algorithms. The first row shows reconstruction error, corresponding iteration number
and running time under different sampling ratios (0.1 - 1). Also, exemplar reconstructed images under the sampling ratios of 0.2,
0.6 and 1 are shown on the bottom.
data and real captured data under different parameter settings
including sampling ratio, image size and measurement noise.
Based on the studies, we conclude that (1) considering capture
efficiency, the TV method needs the least measurements for com-
parable reconstruction quality; (2) In terms of computational
complexity, the TV and CGD methods take the least time for
small-scale reconstruction; In large-scale cases, the CGD and
AP methods run fastest; (3) For robustness to measurement
noise, the TV and AP methods are the most robust. In a word,
there are trade-offs between capture efficiency, computational
complexity and noise robustness among different SPI recon-
struction algorithms. One can choose appropriate algorithms
according to specific SPI configurations and applications. Our
open source code of all the algorithms can be downloaded at
http://www.sites.google.com/site/lihengbian.
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